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Abstract. The paper presents model-based dynamics control design for constrained systems which exploits
dynamics modeling in quasi-coordinates. These non-inertial coordinates are useful in motion description of
constrained systems as well as in a controller design, since they offer many advantages in both areas.
Specifically, dynamics model formulation results in a reduced-state form of the motion equations. The
selection of quasi-coordinates is arbitrary so they may satisfy the constraint equations and be control inputs
directly. The paper presents an approach to control oriented modeling and a controller design based on the
generalized Boltzmann-Hamel equations where the generalization refers to constraint kinds which may be put
upon systems, i.e. constraints may be material or artificial like control constraints. The control design
framework applies to fully actuated and underactuated systems and it is computationally efficient. Examples of
controller designs and their comparisons to a traditional, Lagrange model- based framework are presented.

1 Introduction
The paper presents model-based control design for
constrained systems which uses dynamics modeling in
quasi-coordinates. The constrained systems may be
subjected to holonomic, nonholonomic or programmed
constraints as well as be fully actuated or underactauted.
Such systems are a large class of systems of a practical
interest and they are usually approached by the Lagrange
method with generalized coordinates or its modifications
to obtain their motion equations. The Lagrange based
dynamics are then used to generate dynamic control
models for these systems. This traditional, almost routine,
approach to dynamics modeling results in dynamics that
lacks some properties significant from the point of view
of further control design. Basically, Lagrange based
dynamics can be applied to systems with constraints of
first order and the number of unknowns that result from
Lagrange’s equations increases to include the multipliers.
In order to obtain a dynamic control model, Lagrange’s
based dynamics require the elimination of the constraint
reaction forces (Lagrange multipliers). Finally, solutions
obtained from the Lagrange based models require
numerical stabilization due to differentiation of constraint
equations, which may complicate on-line simulations and
control. Only a few works report using a quasi-coordinate
approach to modeling systems, see e.g. [1,2].
From the perspective of mechanics and derivation of
equations of motion constrained systems may belong to
the same class, e.g. be subjected to first order
nonholonomic constraints. From the perspective of
nonlinear control theory, they may differ and may not be
approached by the same control strategies and algorithms.
Their control properties depend upon the way they are
designed and propelled. Then, from the nonlinear control

theory perspective a system design, way of its propulsion,
control goals, other motion or work-space constraints
may determine the way of the control-oriented modeling.
The dynamics modeling in quasi-coordinates
presented herein, which is incorporated in the modelbased control design for constrained systems eliminates
many disadvantages related to Lagrange’s based
dynamics modeling and a subsequent control design.
Motivations for the development of constrained and
control dynamics in quasi-coordinates comes from the
author experience in area of modeling and control of
constrained systems. Firstly, the constraint kinds that
have to be dealt with in control setting are different than
the ones considered in analytical modeling. This has led
to the formulation of the unified constraint formulation
and the generalized programmed motion equations [3,4].
Secondly, a dynamics control model that is passed to a
control engineer to design and apply to it an appropriate
controller, may be made a control oriented, i.e. may
facilitate this controller design. The two motivations are
not separate from each other. They both can be
appropriately treated at the modeling step of a control
design project using the latest modeling tools and the
modeling process may serve an effective control design.
In the paper we present the theoretic model-based
control oriented modeling framework. It yields equations
of motion for constrained systems in quasi-coordinates. It
is based on the generalized Boltzmann-Hamel equations
[3]. This dynamics framework yields equations of motion
of a constrained system in a reduced-state form, from
which the dynamic control model directly follows. The
framework applies to fully actuated and underactuated
systems, it is computationally efficient, and may facilitate
a subsequent controller design. Based on the framework,
a tracking control strategy dedicated to track predefined
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motions referred to as programmed is designed [5]. It can
be redesigned to constrained and control dynamics
developed in quasi-coordinates.
The paper contribution is then three folded. Firstly,
the model-based control oriented framework for the
generation of dynamics for constrained systems
formulated in quasi-coordinates, where additionally
relations between generalized velocities and quasivelocities may be nonlinear, is presented. Secondly, the
dynamics formulation in quasi-coordinates is unified in
the sense that it is suitable for systems constrained by any
order bilateral constraints. Thirdly, based on this
formulation a tracking controller for the system motion
along a prescribed programmed motion may be designed.
Examples that illustrate the theory demonstrate the
effectiveness of the model-based control oriented
modeling framework in quasi-coordinates.

2 An extended constraint concept material and non-material constraints
imposed upon system motions
A control design process consists of three main steps,
which are a dynamic model building, a control algorithm
design, and a controller implementation. Starting from
the model building, constraints imposed on a system
should be specified first, and inspected if they are
holonomic or nonholonomic. We do not address
dynamics modeling and control design of holonomic
systems, since these are considered solved problems, at
least theoretically [6].
Based on the examples of constraints reported in
mechanics and control, we start a control-oriented
modeling from a revisited constraint concept. An
extended understanding of constraints is suitable for both
dynamics modeling and control applications. The
constraints can be classified as follows [4,5]:
1. Material nonholonomic constraints (NC) – they come
from an assumption about rolling vehicle wheels without
slipping. They are first order and they are typical for
wheeled mobile vehicles, multi-finger hands working on
surfaces. Their common form is as
ϕ β (t , q1 ,..., q n , q1 ,..., q n ) = 0 β = 1,..., b, b < n (1)
Functions ϕ β , are defined on a (2n + 1) -dimensional
manifold and have continuous derivatives. Often, the
kinematic constraints are linear in velocities, i.e.
n

¦ bβσ (t , q1 ,..., qn )qσ + bβo (t , q1 ,..., qn ) = 0 , (2)

σ =1

Constraints (1) or (2) restrict accelerations but not
positions. They are referred to as first order constraints.
In classical mechanics setting they are known as material
constraints [7,8].
2. Conservation laws – they come from the angular
momentum conservation for free floating space
manipulators or for a sportsman in an exercise flying
phase. Their equation form is the same as (1) [9]. Notice,
that in mechanics they are not referred to as constraints.
They show up in a control setting.
3. Tasks (programmed constraints) – they can be
formulated for any physical system, e.g. a robot or a

manipulator and they can specify a task, work to do or a
limitation in a system motion, e.g. a limitation in velocity
or acceleration. Also, it may specify a trajectory to follow
but then it is a holonomic constraint. Many task
formulations are reported in [10-13]. However, none of
the tasks is formulated in algebraic or differential
constraint equation forms at a system modeling level;
such equations are formulated later at a level of a
controller design and then a specific controller
modification for each task is needed the most often. The
earliest formulation of programmed constraints (PC)
known to the author was given by Appell in [14]. He
described them as constraints "that can be realized not
through a direct contact". Similar ideas were introduced
by Mieszczerski at the beginning of the 20-th century.
Beghin developed a concept of servo-constraints [15].
These new "constraint sources" motivated to specify
constraints by the formulations like
ϕ β (t , q1 ,..., qn , q1 ,..., q n ) = 0 , β = 1,..., k , k < n (3)
The history of evolution of the PC (3) confirms both their
usefulness in formulations of requirements for dynamical
systems performance and leads to a formulation of a
“unified constraint formulation”, which is
Bβ (t,q,q,...,q(p) ) = 0,
β = 1,..., k , k < n (4)
where p is a constraint order and Bβ is a k-dimensional
vector. Equations (4) can be nonlinear in q ( p ) .
Differentiation of (4) with respect to time, until the
highest derivative of a coordinate is linear, results in
constraint equations linear with respect to this highest
coordinate derivative. We assume that "p" stands for the
highest order derivative of a coordinate which appears
linearly in a constraint equation. For simplicity we
assume that they are linear in all p-th order derivatives of
q’s and we rewrite (4) as
B(t,q, q ,...,q (p −1 ) )q (p) + s(t,q, q ,...,q (p −1 ) ) = 0 , (5)
where B is a (k × n)-dimensional full rank matrix, n>k,
and s is a (k × 1)-vector. The constraint (5) is referred to
as a unified constraint formulation [4].
4. Design or control constraints – they can be put upon
manipulators and robots with underactuated degrees of
freedom [16]. They have the form (5) with p=2.
5. Other design, control or operation constraints on
robots, manipulators and other vehicles or robotic
systems, which can be presented as (5):
- in navigation of wheeled mobile robots, to avoid the
wheel slippage and mechanical shock during motion,
dynamic constraints such as acceleration limits have to be
imposed [10,11],
- in path planning problems, for car-like robots, to
secure motion smoothness two additional constraints are
added: on a trajectory curvature and its time derivative so
additional constraints of the second and third order are
imposed [11],
- in manipulator trajectory tracking, jerk must be
limited for reducing manipulator wear and improving
tracking accuracy [17],
- in vehicle dynamics constraints are added when
different maneuvers are to be performed [18],
- bounded lateral acceleration – e.g. path tracking
experiments depend on the precision of the odometry. If
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the lateral acceleration of the vehicle is too large, the
wheels can lose close contact to the ground and the
odometry data is no longer meaningful [19].
The constraint classification in classical mechanics
and a variety of requirements on system’s motions
reported in the literature can be summarized as follows:
• Many problems are formulated as synthesis problems
and motion requirements may be viewed as nonmaterial constraints imposed on a system before it is
designed and put into operation.
• Constraints that specify motion requirements may be
of orders higher than one or two.
• Non-material constraints may arise in modeling and
analysis of electro and biomechanical systems.
• No unified approach to the specification of nonmaterial constraints or any other unified constraint
has been formulated in classical mechanics.
These conclusions lead to an idea of an extended
constraint concept [4]. It is formulated in two definitions:
Definition 1: A programmed constraint is any
requirement put on a physical system motion specified by
an equation (5).
Definition 2: A programmed motion is a system motion
that satisfies a programmed constraint (5).
A system can be subjected to both material and
programmed constraints. Programmed constraints do not
have to be satisfied during all motion of a system.

3 Control oriented constrained dynamics
formulation in quasi-coordinates
Nonholonomic systems (NS) are a large class of systems.
From the perspective of mechanics and derivation of
equations of motion for them, many of them belong to the
same class of systems subjected to first order
nonholonomic constraints. They may be approached by
Lagrange’s equations with multipliers and these
equations are used to generate dynamic control models
for them most often [8,20,21]. From the perspective of
nonlinear control theory, NS differ and may not be
approached by the same control strategies and algorithms.
Some of them may be controlled at the kinematic level
and the other at the dynamic level only. Their control
properties depend upon the way they are designed and
propelled. Usually, they are divided into two control
groups, which are treated separately, the group of fully
actuated and the group of underactuated NS [7,8,16].
The constrained dynamics which we formulate below
can be directly use as a control dynamics, and serves both
fully actuated and underactuated systems constrained by
the constraints (5) [4].
Let us start from recalling the concepts of quasicoordinates and quasi-velocities. They were introduced to
derive the Boltzmann-Hamel equations of motion.
Relations between the generalized velocities and quasivelocities were assumed linear and non-integrable, i.e.
σ , r = 1,..., n, (6)
ω r = ω r (t , qσ , qσ ) ,
With respect to the extended constraint concept (5), our
first step is to let (6) be nonlinear [3]. Inverse
transformations for (6) can be computed as

λ = 1,..., n (7)

q λ = q λ (t , qσ , ω r ).
Quasi-coordinates can be introduced as
n ∂ω
dπ r = ¦ r dqσ ,
σ =1 ∂q
σ

r = 1,..., n (8)

and (8) are non-integrable. Based on (6)–(8), q’s and Ȧ’s
are related as
n ∂q

λ = 1,..., n (9)
dqλ = ¦ λ dπ μ .
μ =1 ∂ω
μ
The principal form of the dynamics motion equation [4]
has the form
n
n
d n
⋅
¦ pσ δqσ = δT + ¦ Qσ δqσ + ¦ pσ (δqσ ) − δqσ δqσ (10)
σ
=
1
σ
=
1
σ
=
1
dt
Transforming its left and right hand side terms using the
relations between δπ r and δqλ we obtain
~ n ~
d n ~
¦ p μ δπ μ = δT + ¦ Qμ δπ μ +
μ
μ =1
=
1
dt
(11)
n
n
n
⋅
p (δπ ) − δω − ¦ ~
p ¦W r δπ
¦~

[

r =1

r

[

r

r

]

]

r =1

r

μ =1

μ

μ

which is the principal form of the equation of motion in
quasi-coordinates for nonlinear ω r = ω r (t , qσ , qσ ) . Wμr
~
are generalized Boltzmann symbols. Quantities ~p , T ,
μ

~
Qμ are all written in quasi-coordinates.
The generalized form of the Boltzmann-Hamel
equations can be derived based on (11). It has the form
~
~
~
n ª d § ∂T ·
n
~ º
¸ − ∂T + ¦ ∂T Wμr − Q
¦ « ¨¨
μ »δπ μ = 0. (12)
¸
μ =1 dt
r
=
1
∂ωr
«¬ © ∂ω μ ¹ ∂π μ
»¼
For a system subjected to material or programmed NC
of the form
β = 1,..., b (13)
ω β = ω β (t , qσ , qσ ) = 0
relations
n ∂ω
δπ β = ¦ β δqσ = 0,
β = 1,..., b (14)
σ =1 ∂q
σ
hold for all ω β . A system has (n-b) degrees of freedom
and variations δπ b+1 ,...,δπ n are independent. Then, (n-b)
equations of motion, based on (12), have the form
~
~
~
n ∂T
~
d §¨ ∂T ·¸ ∂T
−
+¦
Wμr = Qμ μ = b + 1,..., n (15)
dt ¨© ∂ω μ ¸¹ ∂π μ r =1 ∂ω r
to which n kinematic relations
q λ = q λ (t , qσ , ω r ) , σ , λ = 1,..., n, r = b + 1,..., n (16)
have to be added.
Equations (15) are the generalized Boltzmann -Hamel
equations for a NS. Notice that b of ω’s are satisfied
based on the constraint equations (16). The rest of quasivelocities are selected arbitrarily by a designer. Equations
(15) and (16) can be presented as
~
M (q )ω + C (q, ω ) + D (q) = Q,
(17)
B(q, ω ) = 0.
A system dynamics control model follows directly from
(17) since they are free from the constraint reaction forces
~
M (q)ω + C (q,ω ) + D(q) = Q + τ~,
(18)
B ( q ,ω ) = 0 .
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Equations (15) have to be extended to be applicable to
systems subjected to NC of high order given by (5). To
enable this, the following lemma can be formulated [4].
~
Lemma: For a function F of the form
~ ~
σ , r = 1,..., n (19)
F = F ( t , qσ , ω r ) ,
where qσ and ωr are related by ω r = ω r (t , qσ , qσ ) , the
following identity holds
~
~
~
d § ∂F · 1 § ∂F ( p )
∂F ·¸
¸ = ¨ ( p −1) −
¨
. p = 1,2,3,.. (20)
dt ¨© ∂ωσ ¸¹ p ¨© ∂ωσ
∂π σ ¸¹
The proof is by mathematical induction [4]. If we replace
~
~ ~
F by T = T (t , qσ , ωσ ) in (19) and insert it into the
generalized Boltzmann-Hamel equations (12), we get
~
~
~
1 ª ∂T ( p )
∂T º n ∂T r ~
− ( p + 1)
W = Qμ .
(21)
«
»+¦
p ¬« ∂ω μ( p −1)
∂π μ ¼» r =1 ∂ω r μ

μ = 1,..., n , p=1,2,3,
Equations (21) are the extended form of the BoltzmannHamel equations. Now, modify them for systems with
NC of high order
~
Gβ (t , qσ ,ω r ,ω r ,...,ω r( p −1) ) = 0 .
(22)
β = 1,..., b , σ , r = 1,..., n, b<n
Based on the generalized definition of the virtual
displacement
n ∂G
δGβ = ¦ ( pβ) δqσ = 0 ,
(23)
σ =1 ∂q
σ
where Gβ = Gβ (t , qσ , qσ ,..., qσ( p ) ) are constraints of p-th
order specified in q’s, we obtain that
~
n
∂G
~
(24)
δG β = ¦ ( pβ−1) δπ r = 0 .
r =1 ∂ω
r
In the constraint equation (22) we may partition the
vector ω ( p−1) as ω ( p−1) = (ωβ( p−1) ωμ( p −1) ) with

ωβ( p−1) = Ω(βp−1) (t , qσ , ωσ , ωσ ,...,ωμ( p−1) ) .

(25)

By differentiating (25) with respect to time we obtain
ωβp = Ω βp t , qσ , ωσ , ωσ ,...,ωμ( p−1) , ωμp .
(26)

(

)

Now, using the lemma result we rewrite (12) in the form
~ ( p)
~
~
b 
∂T º n ∂T r ~ ½°
° 1 ª ∂T
+
W − Qβ ¾δπ β +
¦
¦ ® « ( p −1) − ( p + 1)
»
β =1 p ∂ω
∂π β ¼» r =1 ∂ω r β
°̄ ¬« β
°¿
~
~
~
( p)
n 
∂T º n ∂T r ~ ½°
° 1 ª ∂T
W − Qμ ¾δπ μ = 0.
+ ¦ ® « ( p −1) − ( p + 1)
»+¦
μ = b +1 p ∂ω
∂π μ ¼» r =1 ∂ω r μ
°̄ ¬« μ
°¿
(27)
Based on (24) we have that
n
∂Ω (βp −1)
β = 1,..., b
δπ β = ¦
δπ μ
( p −1)
μ =b +1 ∂ω
μ

We refer to (28) as the generalized programmed motion
equations (GPME) in quasi-coordinates. For p=1,
equations (28) become (15). They may be presented in a
form similar to (18)
~
M (q)ω + C (q,ω ) + D(q) = Q ,
(29)
~
G β (t , qσ ,ω r ,ω r ,...,ω r( p −1) ) = 0

4 Design of a control strategy based on
the GPME in quasi-coordinates
We have reported the derivation of the generalized
programmed motion equations (GPME) in quasicoordinates. They enable deriving a constrained system
dynamics with ωβ( p −1) = Ω(βp−1) (t , qσ , ωσ , ωσ ,...,ωμ( p−1) ) . If the
constraints specify a task to be done or motion to be
followed, a question arises – how to execute this task and
how to track the desired motion?
A control strategy dedicated to track predefined
motions is referred to as the model reference tracking
control strategy for programmed motion. It is based on
two dynamic models derived in quasi-coordinates:
1. The reference dynamic model. It governs motion
equations of a system subjected to NC, either
material, programmed or both. This is the reference
dynamics block of the form (29).
2. The dynamic control model. It takes into account
only material constraints and conservation laws on
the system. This is the control dynamics block (18).
Outputs of the reference dynamics are inputs to the
control law and the control dynamics.
Architecture of the tracking strategy is designed in such a
way that it separates the non-material and material
constraints. They are merged into separate models. It
gives rise to an idea of a derivation of both dynamic
models using other set of coordinates.
The reference dynamics (29) serves programmed
motion planning in the sense that solutions of (29) deliver
programmed motions patterns, which may be verified if a
system for which the program is specified can perform it.
The control goal is as follows: Given a programmed
motion specified by the constraints (22) and the system
reference dynamics (29), design a feedback controller to
track the desired programmed motion.
Task
Reference
dynamics

+
-

Programmed
motion
pattern in
task space
coordinates

~
~
~
∂T º n ∂T r ~
1 ª ∂T ( p )
p
W − Qμ +
(
1
)
−
+
+
«
» ¦
p ¬« ∂ω μ( p −1)
∂π μ ¼» r =1 ∂ω r μ
º n ∂T~ r ~ ½° ∂Ω (βp −1)
Wβ − Qβ ¾ ( p −1) = 0.
»+¦
°¿ ∂ω μ
¼» r =1 ∂ω r
(28)

+
-

and then (27) takes the form for μ = b + 1,..., n

~ ( p)
~
b 
∂T
° 1 ª ∂T
+ ¦ ® « ( p −1) − ( p + 1)
β =1 p ∂ω
∂π β
°̄ ¬« β

Terms to control
Control
law
Dynac
control model

Controlled
motio
 in
taskspace
coordinates

Feedback
Figure 1. Architecture of the model reference tracking control
strategy for programmed motion.
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The strategy for programmed motioon tracking is not
sensitive to the constraint order and type,
t
and the NS
design. This is in contrast to many coontrol designs, in
which each constraint type is treated separately and a
controller is modified for each of them.

5 Examples
5.1 Example 1 - motion control of
o a car with a
trailer
Figure 3. Driving a prescribed traajectory by a car with a trailer.

5.2 Example 2 - mo
otion control of
underactuated 2-link planar manipulator

Figure 2. A car with a trailer model.
m

A car with a trailer model presented in fig. 2 consists of
three pair of wheels, which are replacced by unicycles.
According to the figure, the coorddinate vector is
q = ( x1 , y1 ,θ 1 , Φ 1 ,θ 2 , Φ 2 ) . The wheels doo not slip and the
three Nonholonomic equations have the form

an

A 2-link planar manipulator is
i a holonomic system. We
make it nonholonomic by an imposition of the NC on it
and underactuated by removing the second actuator.
It moves in the horizontal pllane (x,y). Two degrees of
freedom are described by Θ1 , Θ 2 .
We formulate a programm
med constraint that the
manipulator end-effector is to move along a trajectory for
which its curvature changes according to a specified
dΦ(t )
. It has thhe form
function Φ * =
dt
 ( x 2 + y 2 ) + 3Φ( xx + yy)
x
− Φ( x 2 + y 2 ) 2 Φ
x =
+ y .
y ( xy − xy )
y

[

]

y
l2

The quasi-velocities are introduced such that they
naturally conform to the car driving, i.e.

Θ2

l1
Θ1

O

x

Figure 4. Two-link planaar manipulator model.

Quasi-coordinates may be seleected as
Matlab symbolic toolbox was usedd to derive the
Boltzmann-Hamel equations and its control
c
dynamics
form. Due to the complexity of the equuations, their final
form is (after canceling ω 4 ,ω 5 and ω 6 .)
M ( q)ω + C ( q,ω ) = τ
with
ª M 2ω1ω 3 + M 3ω12 + M 4ω1ω 2 º
ªM 1
º
«
»
«
»
0
M =«
I k1
»
», C = «
«
»
«¬
0
I k 2 »¼
¬
¼
and ω = (ω1 ,ω 2 , ω 3 ) .
The control goal is to drive along a circle so the
programmed constraint is a desired trajecctory for (x1, y1).
It is presented in fig. 3.

 +Θ
 )l .
 l , ω = (Θ
ω1 = Θ
1 1
2
1
2
2
The programmed constraint in quasi-velocities is
l
ω2 − (1 − F2 ) 2 ω1 − F1l2 = 0,
l1
where

F1 and F2

are functtions of the manipulator

geometric and inertia propertiees, Φ, ω1 , ω2 and their first
order time derivatives.
The reference dynamics (29) has
h the form

δ
ω
[b1 − b2 − F2 (b2 − )]l 2 1 + [b2 − F2δ ]ω 2 l1 + cl1l 2 = 0,
ω2 l1 − (1 − F2 )l 2ω1 − F1l 2 l1 = 0.
 l,
ω =Θ
1

1 1

 )l .
 +Θ
ω 2 = (Θ
1
2 2
The control dynamics (18) beccome
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ω1 = u1 ,
− βl2 cos Θ 2
− βl2 sin Θ 2 2
ω 2 =
ω1 −
ω1 .
δl1
δl12
 l,
ω =Θ
1

1 1

 +Θ
 )l .
ω 2 = (Θ
1
2 2
Tracking the programmed motion in the (x,y) plane using
the PD controller is presented in fig.5.
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Figure 5. Tracking by the PD controller.

Modeling and the controller design for the
manipulator model in quasi-coordinates result in the
compact forms of the reference and control dynamics.
Simulations are faster and numerical stabilization of the
constraint equations is not needed.

Conclusions
In the paper we develop the theoretic model-based
control oriented modeling framework. It yields equations
of motion for a NS in quasi-coordinates. We demonstrate
that the framework may offer a fast way to obtain
equations of motion for a constrained system either for
the dynamic analysis or control. The theoretic modelbased control oriented modeling framework treats the two
types of constraints in the same way in modelling and a
controller design. Simulation results confirm that modelbased control oriented modeling in quasi-coordinates is
efficient and it supports numerical stabilization of the NC
equations. Future research is planned in the area of design
controllers using quasi-velocities description to fully
exploit properties of motion equations in quasicoordinates and quasi-velocities.
The
research
was
done
under
grant
2011/01/B/ST10/06966 from Polish National Science
Centre.
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